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A
n electrifying return to the scene, Grammy nominated producer and

songwriter Boom Dice (Bryan Wilson) reveals his latest up-tempo, bass-

heavy pop track, ‘Confidence’ featuring Charlotte Hannah.

Known for his impactful, earth-shaking beats, Boom Dice’s latest offering

certainly falls within his remit of thick basslines & dancefloor ready bangers. ‘Confidence’

features a hypnotic, grooving bassline, playful, electronic accents and of course, Charlotte

Hannah’s sultry, whisper-like vocals. ‘Confidence’ is fun, sassy, sexy and truly anthemic, an

ode to self-love, Charlotte Hannah perfectly captures the feeling of strutting down a

catwalk.

Discussing the single, Boom Dice

said:

“’Confidence’ is about being strong in

personality, spirit, and who you are. I

want people to feel empowered by it,

but also playful and sassy.” 

Charlotte Hannah also explains:

“I sang: ‘Every time you feel less

confident I want you to think of me’,

because being you, as you are – is

enough. Not only is it enough but it’s

something to be proud of. ‘Confidence’ to

me is a song that celebrates everyone. If

you are listening to this song, it is for

you. And I want you to thrive with it.” 

Stream Boom Dice X Charlotte Hannah – Confidence here:

Confidence
Boom Dice, Charlotte Ha…

 

Follow Charlotte Hannah & Boom Dice on Instagram:

Charlotte Hannah

Boom Dice
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